
Feature Label Feature Your Advantage The Business Benefit Summary Benefit Who Benefits?

Philosophy Is designed for business 
users, minimizing  
required support from 
IT

You empower business  
users to perform tailor-made 
reporting and in-depth  
analysis

Minimum support needed 
from costly and scarce Data 
Scientists and IT. Increase in 
business understanding for 
business users. More produc-
tive business users

Reduce demand on IT 
department

CEO
CFO
COO

Architecture Is built on best practice 
“Kimball” principles  
and promotes multi- 
dimensional analytics

You can hire any Data Ware- 
house consultant and he/she 
will understand its architec-
ture. Multi-dimensional 
analytics enables ad-hoc 
investigation and supports 
business development initia- 
tives, through “self-service” 
business intelligence.

You empower business users. 
You can give them access to 
data and the ability to extract 
value without the support 
from IT. This means flexibility, 
agility, speed of execution and 
increasing business insights, 
which lead to improved com-
petitive advantage.

Expedite business 
insight

CTO
COO

Architecture Has a pre-defined data 
model

You can implement quickly - a 
standard model can be set up 
in a week and can be trusted 
as it’s built by SimCorp.  
The warehouse is becoming 
the market standard for  
SimCorp Dimension clients.

The time period to demon-
strate value is very short. You 
have a reduced risk of failure, 
more flexibility and less vul-
nerability. The user communi-
ty shares best practices

Time to value is very 
short

CFO
CTO
COO

Architecture Retains persisted data You can provide the circum- 
stances for and explain past 
decisions. The Data Ware-
house stores historical infor- 
mation in greater detail than 
SimCorp Dimension. This 
enables the data mining of 
clients and portfolios.

You gain greater confidence 
in regulatory compliance and 
a better basis for future deci-
sion making.

Regulatory compliance COO

Architecture Is extendable and 
flexible

You can add content from 
outside SimCorp Dimension 
and the Data Warehouse is 
customizable.

You receive both a standard-
ized and a customized  
solution at the cost of a 
standardized model alone.

Reduced cost CTO

Architecture Is integrated with  
SimCorp Dimension

You do not need to add  
another vendor relationship 
and the Data Warehouse 
follows the same release 
patterns as other parts of 
SimCorp Dimension so it is 
always up-to-date.  

You have a reduced need  
for user training, no need to 
introduce new tools, no need 
to acquire new skills, and 
therefore reduce time to  
value

No increase in workload CEO
COO
CTO

Architecture Has an integrated ETL 
tool

You will use the same termi-
nology, GUI and user pro-
files as you use for SimCorp 
Dimension. You do not need 
a 3rd party ETL tool. ETL is 
made simple because of  
the integration. ETL can be 
performed by business users. 

The business users use a tool 
they already know. There is no 
need for them to learn new 
skills.

Short time to value CIO
COO
CTO

Architecture Consolidates data from 
various systems into 
one repository

Less need for system  
integration and inter-system 
reconciliation 

Increased efficiency due to 
standardization and reduced 
operational risk.

Less operational risk COO

Architecture Offloading reporting 
data from the opera-
tional database

Does not impact the per-
formance of the operational 
database. 

Impressive performance of 
the systems

System performance COO
CTO

Architecture Separates old data and 
audit data from the 
operational database

Audit queries and reporting 
queries will not decrease per-
formance of the operational 
database

Increased system efficiency System performance COO
CTO

Functionality Has quality data You will experience faster 
error handling, because errors 
encountered in the Data 
Warehouse can be directly 
fixed in SimCorp Dimension. 

You gain greater confidence 
in regulatory compliance and 
a better basis for future deci-
sion making.

Regulatory compliance COO

Functionality Is designed for  
reporting

Building reports is easy Enables business users to 
build quality and reliable 
reports. 

Short time to value CEO
COO

Functionality Is designed for analysis You will have a better under-
standing of your data and 
gain new business insight  
into your operations. 

Enables business users to 
build quality and reliable 
analysis. 

Short time to value COO
CIO

Functionality Provides consistency 
between SimCorp 
Dimension, the Data 
Warehouse, and Data 
Marts

The same skill set is needed 
to operate various systems 
under the SimCorp Dimension 
umbrella

Reduces the need for user 
training. There is no need to 
acquire new skills.

Reduce cost CIO
COO
CTO

Functionality Uses Oracle technology Built-in trust in a world  
leading database vendor. 

Increases cost efficiency in 
terms of skills and personnel. 

Reduce cost CTO

Functionality Integrates to multiple 
business intelligence 
tools

You can re-use existing tools 
and use best of breed for 
analytics. There is no need to 
invest in education or acquire 
new IT skills.

You reduce training needs, 
costs, vulnerability, and key 
person risk.

Reduce cost CEO
CFO
COO
CTO
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